
You have 10 mins to find as many words 
as possible using the letters in the wheel.
Each must use the hub letter and at least 3
others. Letters may be used only once. You 
cannot use plurals, foreign words or proper 
nouns. There is at least one 9-letter word to 
be found.

How you rate:
15 words, 
average;
20 words, 
good;
25 words, very 
good;
30 or more, 
excellent.
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Across
 1. Part of golf 

course (7,5)
7. Dismay (5)
8. Supple (5)
9. Pinch (3)

10. Haughtiness (9)
11. To place (6)
 12. Spider’s trap (6)
 15. Ornaments for 

horses (9)

17. Rocky
hilltop (3)

18. Precise (5)
 19. Laziness (5)
21. Sports

ground (7,5)
Down
1. Mufti (5,7)
2. Little devil (3)
3. In abundance

(6)

4. Devout (9)

5. Consumed (5)

6. Echoed (12)

7. Savoury jelly (5)

10. Aversion (9)

 13. Observe (5)

14. Concord (6)

 16. Bene�t (5)

20. Lout (3)

Across
 1. This man’s note may produce 

surprise (12)
 7. Slide about and move sideways (5)
 8. The “thank you” letter from  

Greece (5)
 9. One hundred that is about to  

freeze (3)
 10. False description of atheists? (9)
11. Puts up a secret entanglement (6)
 12. Smooth tongue? (6)
15. Does such timber provide  

immunity? (9)
17. A ship that carries goods ashore (3)
 18. Finally acquired an earthwork (5)
 19. The doctor may take one for an  

idler (5)
21. Won’t they want a penny for their 

thoughts? (4-8)

Down
1. Thrice curate perhaps – it’s a way to 

earn a living (12)
 2. What one does when agreeably 

tired? (3)
 3. Such a railway may make a fair 

pro�t! (6)
 4. Timber which may be put to striking 

use? (9)
5. She’s exact about one point (5)

 6. Old radio parts of the highest  
repute (4-8)

 7. Cultivated European? (5)
 10. Yet it means there’s only a slim  

hope! (3,6)
 13. I am a long time getting the  

likeness (5)
 14. Who had turned round the elephant’s 

seat? (6)
 16. Below two foreign articles (5)
 20. Admit changes now (3)

Starting from 1, fill in the grid clockwise with four-letter words. 
The last letter of each word becomes the first letter of the next 
to reveal the key word in the shaded boxes.

 1. Unfortunately
 2. Hotpot
 3. Homeless child
 4. Renown
 5. Simple
 6. Unit of length
 7. Flat circular plate
 8. Dressed
 9. Sketched
 10. Wild animal
11. Locate
12. Single combat
13. Plant part
 14. Herring, say
 15. Tor
 16. Cooking fat
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Fill in the grid so that every row, column and 
every 3x3 box contains the digits 1-9. There’s 
no maths involved – just solve the puzzle
using reasoning and logic.
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DOUBLECROSSWORD
Cryptic:Across: 1 Astonishment;  
7Sidle;8Theta; 9 Ice; 10 Faithless; 
11Erects; 12 Polish; 15 Touchwood; 
17Ass;18Redan; 19 Drone;  
21Free-thinkers.  
Down:1Architecture; 2 Nod;  
3Scenic; 4 Matchwood; 5 Niece;  
6Cat’s whiskers; 7 Swede;  
10Fatchance; 13 Image;  
14Howdah;16Under; 20 Own. 
Quick:Across: 1 Putting green;  
7Appal; 8 Lithe; 9 Nip;  
10Arrogance; 11 Locate;  
12Cobweb;15Trappings; 17 Tor;  
18Exact;19Sloth;21Playing�eld.
Down:1Plainclothes; 2 Imp;  
3Galore; 4 Religious; 5 Eaten;  
6Reverberated; 7 Aspic;  
10Antipathy; 13 Watch; 14 Unison; 
16Avail; 20 Oaf.

WORDSPIRAL
1Alas;2Stew;3Waif;  
4Fame;5Easy;6Yard;  
7Disc;8Clad;9Drew;  
10Wolf; 11 Find;  
12Duel;13Leaf;14Fish;
15Hill;16Lard. 
Keyword: Cardiff.
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Quick

Cryptic

Keyword clue: 
A Welsh city
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ARIES (March 21 – April 20) Trying to reach an agreement with 
someone? Ignoring a mistake could be better than making a fuss 
about it. Certainly you need to be �exible in order to move on. The 
Full Moon midweek puts a rosy glow on most relationships. Are 
you ready to take some big strides in your love life? Good news 
about a new member of the family may mean that a decision is 
made for you.

TAURUS (April 21 – May 21) Stay optimistic even if you encounter 
a few blips this week. Awkward customers soon get bored and 
move on. A sea change comes with the Full Moon midweek. It’s 
all change indeed as you are urged to get out and enjoy yourself. 
Some awkward moments in the past are forgotten and a new 
chapter could begin with an old friend. Socially and business-
wise you have the upper hand.

GEMINI (May 22 – June 21) Being in the limelight this week really 
suits you. Love that sparkle! Of course, all of this admiration could 
make someone a wee bit envious. Defuse this by continuing to be 
charming and let criticism fall on very deaf ears. Show con�dence, 
especially at work. Even if you have moments when you are not 
too sure of yourself there is no need to show it. Smile, smile smile.

CANCER (June 22 – July 22) Varying your activities really puts 
you on the hot spot. Enjoy the heat! A wonderful glow is coming 
from the lovely midweek Full Moon. This shows up your hopes 
and desires. Hold them to yourself for a while longer. You need to 
be really ready to make a proposition and sure that it will receive 
the right welcome. The world is full of surprises, isn’t it?

LEO (July 23 – August 23) Bounding in the right direction now 
really gives you con�dence. On the way you may realise that there 
are some small matters to be put right. Just imagine how much 
better you will feel when that is done! With the sparkling Full Moon 
midweek there is the chance to get �nances and plans in order. 
Then it is time for some serious fun (and celebrating?)

VIRGO (August 24 – September 23) Your talents are really 
showcased this week and satisfaction is surely guaranteed. 
Someone from the past reminds you of long-forgotten glories and 
this brings a warm glow. Not as big a glow, though, as the Full 
Moon does midweek. You are being given a second chance with 
someone or something that you �nd fascinating. Keep moving 
forward though. Travel anyone?

LIBRA (September 24 – October 23) Passions are aroused this 
week as you seek to win an argument. It is for you to decide if 
it is worth the trouble. Certainly if it involves money you could 
consider it a lesson learnt and move on. One thing that you are 
good at is ‘turning the other cheek’. Where someone is trying to 
pull your chain, cut the link. Moving on is far more exciting than 
dwelling in the past!

SCORPIO (October 24 – November 22) The need to focus on 
work could ruf�e a few feathers at home. It may be a balancing 
act but one that you are able to excel at. Be sure not to listen to 
gossip that means you could doubt a loved one. Could someone 
be just a little envious? Step aside and let awkward customers 
pass. Sudden, surprising news gives an excuse for celebrations, 
not that you needed one!

SAGITTARIUS (November 23 – December 21) A bright Full 
Moon midweek makes you feel both lucky and optimistic. The 
fact that a loved one has said some special words to you could 
also have something to do with it. A bit of a time for one-to-ones 
and some honest chats. A quieter weekend would seem to bring 
the best responses from others. Share something that is special 
to you both.

CAPRICORN (December 22 – January 20) With work taking 
up a lot of your time, be aware of the needs at home. You don’t 
usually take others for granted but when you are busy thoughts 
can stray, yes? Midweek brings a compliment or suggestion from 
someone close. You like the idea proposed. How often is this 
going to happen again? When someone opens a door, at least 
have a look inside! 

AQUARIUS (January 21 – February 19) There are some very 
‘naggy’ people about this week. Maybe they see your casual 
attitude as weakness? Well, no need to rush into a hasty decision 
just because someone else says so. Indeed, relaxation should 
be the �rst thing on your mind. Don’t just think about having a 
get-together, start organising it now! Surrounded by friends you 
certainly look stronger.

PISCES (February 20 – March 20) Having to do a bit of extra 
work may be annoying but keep your eye on the bank balance. 
It should make you feel better. Indeed, the Full Moon midweek 
makes you feel bold and determined. So, if there is something 
that you want to ask for, now is the time. Having knowledge that 
others don’t puts you one step ahead. Take this opportunity and 
�sh for the future.


